
 
  

 

 

  

From: Jennifer Anderson 
To: Joseph P. Filippi 
Subject: EMERGENCY MEETING FOR MANDATING COVID SHOT 

 Date: Monday, August 16, 2021 7:38:07 AM 

To Whom It May Concern, 
We received the KRNV press release regarding the emergency meeting on August 20, 2021  to mandate the vaccine 
on all collage campuses after hours on Friday, August 13, 2021.  This is after students have paid their tuition and 
moved into their dorms. Many from out of state. The “meeting” is scheduled 3 days before school actually starts but 
for many, Freshman and out of state students, NV Fit already started. The timing seems very calculated. We would 
have never paid our tuition or moved our student in until we had a definitive answer on this. We reached out to 
several UNR faculty and spoke to many other students who had never heard anything about it.  Why has UNR not 
notified every student so they can have a voice in this decision??? 
We feel this is absolutely criminal!! 
Students have made life changing decisions on what school they will attend and cannot go to a different school this 
late in the game. 
We will not be forced into vaccinating our child. Our student will withdraw from your school if this is mandated. 
It is proven the Covid shot does not work. It does not stop the spread or anyone from getting Covid. 
Therefore, why would it be mandated?? If you want it, get it. That’s your right but it is against the law for an 
emergency use, non FDA approved shot to be forced upon the public. The government may have recused 
themselves from any liability or lawsuits but that does not extend to medical doctors for malpractice and employers 
and education facilities for liability should harm come to those that get the shot under duress. 

We plead with you to not impose this mandate upon our students. They have endured so much Since the shut down 
in 2020.  We owe it to our students to allow them their education and freedom to choose without forcing them to do 
something that is against their will. They are being strong armed into choosing between their education and their 
life.  Once again, we feel this is absolutely criminal.  We need to do the right thing and preserve their right to choose 
what’s best for them. 
Regards, 
Kevin and Jennifer Anderson 
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